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Abstract—Scientific workflows are frequently modeled as
Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) of tasks, which represent computational modules and their dependencies in the form of data
produced by a task and used by another one. This formulation
allows the use of runtime systems which dynamically allocate
tasks onto the resources of increasingly complex computing
platforms. However, for some workflows, such a dynamic schedule may run out of memory by exposing too much parallelism.
This paper focuses on the problem of transforming such a DAG
to prevent memory shortage, and concentrates on shared memory platforms. We first propose a simple model of DAGs which
is expressive enough to emulate complex memory behaviors.
We then exhibit a polynomial-time algorithm that computes
the maximum peak memory of a DAG, that is, the maximum
memory needed by any parallel schedule. We consider the
problem of reducing this maximum peak memory to make it
smaller than a given bound by adding new fictitious edges, while
trying to minimize the critical path of the graph. After proving
this problem NP-complete, we provide an ILP solution as well
as several heuristic strategies that are thoroughly compared by
simulation on synthetic DAGs modeling actual computational
workflows. We show that on most instances we are able to
decrease the maximum peak memory at the cost of a small
increase in the critical path, thus with little impact on quality
of the final parallel schedule.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Parallel workloads are often described by Directed Acyclic
task Graphs, where nodes represent tasks and edges represent dependencies between tasks. The interest of this
formalism is twofold: it has been widely studied in theoretical scheduling literature [11] and dynamic runtime
schedulers (e.g., StarPU [2], XKAAPI [12], StarSs [19], and
PaRSEC [5]) are increasingly popular to schedule them on
modern computing platforms, as they alleviate the difficulty
of using heterogeneous computing platforms. Concerning
task graph scheduling, one of the main objectives that have
been considered in the literature consists in minimizing
the makespan, or total completion time. However, with
the increase of the size of the data to be processed, the
memory footprint of the application can have a dramatic
impact on the algorithm execution time, and thus needs
to be optimized [20], [1]. This is best exemplified with an
application which, depending on the way it is scheduled,
will either fit in the memory, or will require the use of
swap mechanisms or out-of-core execution. There are few
existing studies that take into account memory footprint
when scheduling task graphs, as detailed below in the
related work section.

Our focus here concerns the execution of highly-parallel
applications on a shared-memory platform. Depending on
the scheduling choices, the computation of a given task
graph may or may not fit into the available memory. The
goal is then to find the most suitable schedule (e.g., one
that minimizes the makespan) among the schedules that fit
into the available memory. A possible strategy is to design
a static schedule before the computation starts, based on
the predicted task durations and data sizes involved in the
computation. However, there is little chance that such a
static strategy would reach high performance: task duration
estimates are known to be inaccurate, data transfers on the
platform are hard to correctly model, and the resulting small
estimation errors are likely to accumulate and to cause
large delays. Thus, most practical schedulers such as the
runtime systems cited above rely on dynamic scheduling,
where task allocations and their execution order are decided
at runtime, based on the system state.
The risk with dynamic scheduling, however, is the simultaneous scheduling of a set of tasks whose total memory
requirement exceeds the available memory, a situation that
could induce a severe performance degradation. Our aim
is both to enable dynamic scheduling of task graphs with
memory requirements and to guarantee that at no time
during the execution the available memory is exceeded. We
achieve this goal by adding fictitious dependencies in the
graph to cope with memory constraints: these additional
edges will restrict the set of valid schedules and in particular
forbid the concurrent execution of too many memoryintensive tasks. This idea is inspired by [21], which applies
a similar technique to graphs of smaller-grain tasks. The
main difference with the present study is that they focus on
homogeneous data sizes: all the data have size 1, which is
also a classical assumption in instruction graphs produced
by the compilation of programs. On the contrary, our
approach is designed for larger-grain tasks appearing in
scientific workflows whose sizes are highly irregular.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
• We first briefly review the existing work on memoryaware task graph scheduling (Section II).
• We propose a very simple task graph model which both
accurately describes complex memory behaviors and is
amenable to memory optimization (Section III).
• We introduce the notion of the maximum peak memory of a workflow: this is the maximum peak memory

of any (sequential or) parallel execution of the workflow. We then show that the maximum peak memory of
a workflow is exactly the weight of a special cut in this
workflow, called the maximum topological cut. Finally,
we propose a polynomial-time algorithm to compute
this cut (Section IV).
• In order to cope with limited memory, we formally
state the problem of adding edges to a graph to
decrease its maximum peak memory, with the objective of not harming too much the makespan of any
parallel execution of the resulting graph. We prove this
problem NP-hard and propose both an ILP formulation
and several heuristics to solve it on practical cases
(Section V). Finally we evaluate the heuristics through
simulations on synthetic task graphs produced by
classical random workflow generators (Section VI). The
simulations show that the two best heuristics have a
limited impact on the makespan in most cases, and
one of them is able to handle all studied workflows.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Memory and storage have always been a limited parameter for large computations, as outlined by the pioneering
work of Sethi and Ullman [24] on register allocation for task
graphs. It was later translated to the problem of scheduling
a task graph under memory or storage constraints for
scientific workflows whose tasks require large I/O data.
Such workflows arise in many scientific fields, such as
image processing, genomics, and geophysical simulations.
The problem of task graphs handling large data has been
identified by Ramakrishnan et al. [20] who introduce cleanup jobs to reduce the memory footprint and propose some
simple heuristics. Their work was continued by Bharathi
et al. [4] who develop genetic algorithms to schedule
such workflows. This problem also arises in sparse direct
solvers, as highlighted by Agullo et al. [1] who study the
effect of processor mapping on memory consumption for
multifrontal methods. In some cases, such as for sparse
direct solvers, the task graph is a tree, for which specific
methods have been proposed, both to reduce the minimum
peak memory [17] and to design memory-aware parallel
schedulers [3].
As explained in the introduction, our study is inspired by
the work of Sbîrlea at al. [21]. This study focuses on a different model, in which all data have the same size. They target
smaller-grain tasks in the Concurrent Collections (CnC)
programming model [6], a stream/dataflow programming
language. Their objective is, as ours, to schedule a DAG of
tasks under a limited memory. For this, they associate a
color to each memory slot and then build a coloring of the
data, in which two data with the same color cannot coexist.
If the number of colors is not sufficient, additional dependency edges are introduced to prevent two data to coexist.
These additional edges respect a pre-computed sequential
schedule to ensure acyclicity. An extension to support data
of different sizes is proposed, which conceptually allocates

several colors to a single data, but is only suited for a few
distinct sizes.
In the realm of runtime systems, memory footprint is a
real concern. In StarPU, attempts have been made to reduce
memory consumption by throttling the task submission
rate [22].
Compared to the existing work, the present work studies
graphs with arbitrary data sizes, and it formally defines the
problem of transforming a graph to cope with a strong
memory bound: this allows the use of efficient dynamic
scheduling heuristics at runtime with the guarantee to
never exceed the memory bound.
III. P ROBLEM MODELING
A. Formal description
As stated before, we consider that the targeted application is described by a workflow of tasks whose precedence
constraints form a DAG G = (V, E ). Its nodes i ∈ V represent
tasks and its edges e ∈ E represent precedence, in the form
of input and output data. The processing time necessary to
complete a task i ∈ V is denoted by w i . In our model, the
memory usage of the computation is modeled only by the
size of the data produced by the tasks and represented by
the edges. Therefore, for each edge e = (i , j ), we denote by
m e or m i , j the size of the data produced by task i for task
j . We assume that G contains a single source node s and
a single sink node t ; otherwise, one can add such nodes
along with the appropriate edges, all of null weight. For the
sake of simplicity, we define the following sizes of inputs
and outputs of a node i :
X
X
Inputs (i ) =
m j ,i
Outputs (i ) =
mi , j
j |( j ,i )∈E
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Figure 1: Example of a workflow, (red) edge labels
represent the size m i , j of associated data, while (blue)
node labels represent their computation weight w i .
We propose here to use a very simple memory model,
which might first seem unrealistic, but will indeed prove
itself very powerful both to model complex memory behaviors and to express the peak memory usage. In the proposed
model, at the beginning of the execution of a task i , all input
data of i are immediately deleted from the memory, while
all its output data are allocated to the memory. That is, the
amount of used memory M used is transformed as follows:
M used ← M used − Inputs (i ) + Outputs (i ) .

This model, called the S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL, is extremely simple, and in particular does not allow a task to
have both its inputs and outputs simultaneously in memory.
However, we will see right below that it is expressive enough
to emulate other complex and more realistic behaviors.
Before considering other memory models, we start by
defining some terms and by comparing sequential schedules and parallel execution of the graph. We say that the
data associated to the edge (i , j ) is active at a given time
if the execution of i has started but not the one of j . This
means that this data is present in memory. A sequential
schedule of a DAG G is defined by an order of its tasks. The
memory used by a sequential schedule at a given time is
the sum of the sizes of the active data. The peak memory of
such a schedule is the maximum memory used during its
execution. A parallel execution of a graph on p processors
is defined by:
• An allocation µ of the tasks onto the processors (task
i is computed on processor µ(i ));
• The starting times σ of the tasks (task i starts at time
σ(i )).
As usual, a valid schedule ensures that data dependencies
are satisfied (σ( j ) ≥ σ(i ) + w i whenever (i , j ) ∈ E ) and that
processors compute a single task at each time step (if
µ(i ) = µ( j ), then σ( j ) ≥ σ(i ) + w i or σ(i ) ≥ σ( j ) + w j ). Note
that when considering parallel execution, we assume that
all processors use the same shared memory, whose size is
limited.
A very important feature of the proposed S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL is that there is no difference between
sequential schedules and parallel execution as far as memory
is concerned, which is formally stated in the following
theorem.

has to be in memory when processing task i . The memory
needed for its processing is then Inputs (i )+ t i +Outputs (i ).
Although this is very different to what happens in the
proposed S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL, such a behavior can be
simply emulated, as illustrated on Figure 2. For all task i ,
we split it into two nodes i 1 and i 2 . We transform all edges
(i , j ) by edges (i 2 , j ), and edges (k, i ) by edges (k, i 1 ). We
also add an edge (i 1 , i 2 ) with an associated data of size
Inputs (i ) + t i + Outputs (i ). Task i 1 represents the allocation
of the data needed for the computation, as well as the
computation itself, and its work is thus w i i = w i . Task i 2
stands for the deallocation of the input and temporary data
and has work w i 2 = 0.
w i = 10, t i = 1
3
2
i

This feature will be very helpful when computing the
maximum memory of any parallell execution, in Section IV:
thanks to the previous result, it is equivalent to computing
the peak memory of a sequential schedule.
B. Emulation of other memory models
1) Classical workflow model: As we explained above, our
model does not allow inputs and outputs of a given task to
be in memory simultaneously. However, this is a common
behavior, and some studies, such as [15], even consider that
in addition to inputs and outputs, some temporary data t i
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Figure 2: Transformation of a task as in [15] (left) to the
S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL (right).
2) Shared output data: Our model considers that each
task produces a separate data for every of its successors.
However, it may well happen that a task i produces an
output data d , of size o i ,d , which is then used by several
of its successors, and can be freed after the completion of
these successors. The output data is then shared among
successors, contrarily to what is considered in the S IM PLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL . Any task can then produce several
output data, some of which can be shared among several
successors. Again, such a behavior can easily be emulated
in the proposed model, as illustrated on Figure 3.
j

Theorem 1. For each parallel execution (µ, σ) of a DAG G,
there exists a sequential schedule with equal peak memory.
Proof. We consider such a parallel execution, and we build
the corresponding sequential schedule by ordering tasks
in non decreasing starting time. Since in the S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL, there is no difference in memory between a task being processed and a completed task, the
sequential schedule has the same amount of used memory
as the parallel execution after the beginning of each task.
Thus, they have the same peak memory.
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Figure 3: Transformation of a task with a single shared
output data (left) into S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL (right).
The plain edge carries the shared data size, while dashed
edges have null size.
Such a task i with a shared output data will first be
transformed as follows. For each shared output data d of
size o i ,d , we add a task i d which represents the deallocation
of the shared data d (and thus has null computation time
w i d ). An edge of size o i ,d is added between i and i d :
m i ,i d = o i ,d . Data dependency to a successor j sharing the
output data d is represented by an edge (i , j ) with null
data size (m i , j = 0) (if it does not already exist, due to an
other data produced by i and consumed by j ). Finally, for
each such successor j , we add an edge of null size ( j , i d ) to
ensure that the shared data will be freed only when it has

been used by all the successors sharing it. The following
result, whose detailed proof is available in the companion
research report [18] states that after this transformation, the
resulting graph correctly models the memory behavior.
Theorem 2. Let G be a DAG with shared output data, and
G 0 its transformation into S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL. There
exists a schedule σ of G with peak memory at most M if and
only if there exists a schedule σ0 of G 0 with peak memory at
most M .
3) Pebble game: One of the pioneer work dealing with the
memory footprint of a DAG execution has been conducted
by Sethi [23]. He considered what is now recognized as
a variant of the P EBBLE G AME model. We now show that
the proposed S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL is an extension of
P EBBLE G AME. The pebble game is defined on a DAG as
follows:
• A pebble can be placed on a node with no predecessor
at any time;
• A pebble can be placed on a node if all its predecessors
have a pebble;
• A pebble can be removed from a node at any time;
• A pebble cannot be placed on a node that has been
previously pebbled.
The objective is to pebble all the nodes of a given graph,
using a minimum number of pebbles. Note that the pebble
of a node should be removed only when all its successors
are pebbled. This is the main difference with our model,
where a node produces a different output data for each
of its successors. Thus, the P EBBLE G AME model ressembles
the model with shared output data presented above, with
all data of size one. We thus apply the same transformation
and consider that a pebble is a shared output data used
for all the successors of a node. In addition, we add a
fictitious successor to all nodes without successors. Hence,
the pebble placed on such a node can be considered as the
data consumed by this successor. Then, we are able to prove
that the memory behavior of the transformed graph under
S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL corresponds to the pebbling of
the original graph, as outlined by the following theorem
(see proof in [18]).
Theorem 3. Let P be a DAG representing an instance of
a P EBBLE G AME problem, and G its transformation into
S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL. There exists a pebbling scheme τ
of P using at most B pebbles if and only if there exists a
schedule σ0 of G 0 with peak memory at most B .
C. Peak memory minimization in the proposed model
The emulation of the P EBBLE G AME problem, as proposed
above, allows us to formally state the complexity of minimizing the memory of a DAG, as expressed by the following
theorem.
Theorem 4. Deciding whether an instance of S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL can be scheduled with a memory of
limited size is NP-complete.

Proof. The problem of deciding whether an instance of
P EBBLE G AME can be traversed with a given number of
pebbles is NP-complete [23]. Then, thanks to Theorem 3, we
know that an instance of P EBBLE G AME can be transformed
into an instance of S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL (with twice
as many nodes), which then inherits of this complexity
result.
IV. C OMPUTING THE MAXIMAL PEAK MEMORY
In this section, we are interested in computing the
maximal peak memory of a given DAG G = (V, E ), that is, the
largest peak memory that can be reached by a sequential
schedule of G. Our objective is to check whether a graph
can be safely executed by a dynamic scheduler without
exceeding the memory bound.
We first define the notion of topological cut. We recall
that G contains a single source node s and a single sink
node t .
Definition 1. A topological cut (S, T ) of a DAG G is a
partition of G in two sets of nodes S and T such that s ∈ S,
t ∈ T , and no edge is directed from a node of T to a node
of S. An edge (i , j ) belongs to the cut if i ∈ S and j ∈ T . The
weight of a topological cut is the sum of the weights of the
edges belonging to the cut.
For instance, in the graph of Figure 1, the cut
({s, a, b}, {c, d , t }) is a topological cut of weight 11. In the
S IMPLE D ATA F LOW M ODEL, the memory used at a given time
is equal to the sum of the sizes of the active output data,
which depends solely on the set of nodes that have been
executed or initiated. Therefore, the maximal peak memory
of a DAG is equal to the maximum weight of a topological
cut.
Definition 2. The M AX T OP C UT problem consists in computing a topological cut of maximum weight for a given DAG.
Note that this problem is more restrictive than computing
a maximal cut, which has been proven NP-complete even
for DAGs [16], as we enforce that all edges of the cuts are
oriented towards the sink node. A polynomial-time solution
to the M AX T OP C UT problem can be obtained by solving
a linear program and performing a randomized rounding,
as we detailed in the companion research report [18].
However, we present here a more direct way of computing
the maximum topological cut, through Algorithm 1. We
first consider a problem related to the dual version of
M AX T OP C UT, which we call M IN F LOW:
Definition 3. The M IN F LOW problem consists in computing
a flow of minimum value where the amount of flow that
passes through each edge is not smaller than its weight.
We
X recall that the value of a flow f is defined as
f s, j . In this problem the edge weights do not reprej , (s, j )∈E

sent capacities as in a traditional flow, but rather demands:
the minimum flow must be larger than these demands on

all edges1 . We recall that the M AX F LOW problem consists
in finding a flow of maximum value where the amount of
flow that passes through each edge is not larger than its
weight. Its dual version, the M IN C UT problem, consists in
computing the st-cut (S, T ) of minimum weight, where s ∈ S
and t ∈ T . Note that this cut may not be topological. See
[8, Chapter 26] for more details. The M IN F LOW problem is
described by the following linear program.
X
f s, j
min
j | (s, j )∈E

Ã
∀ j ∈ V \ {s, t },

i | (i , j )∈E

∀(i , j ) ∈ E ,

1

2

3

4

5

fi , j −

Construct a flow f for which ∀(i , j ) ∈ E , f i , j ≥ fmax ,
P
where fmax = 1 + (i , j )∈E m i , j (see the description)
Define the graph G + equal to G except that
m i+, j = f i , j − m i , j
Compute an optimal solution f + to the M AX F LOW
problem on G +
S ← set of vertices reachable from s in the residual
network induced by f + ; T ← V \ S
return the cut (S, T )

!

! Ã
X

Algorithm 1: Resolving M AX T OP C UT on a DAG G

X

f j ,k = 0

k | ( j ,k)∈E

f i , j ≥ mi , j

We propose in Algorithm 1 an explicit algorithm to
resolve the M AX T OP C UT problem. A similar algorithm for
a very close problem has been proposed in [7]. We first
need an upper bound fmax on the value of the optimal
flow solving the dual M IN F LOW problem on G. We can
take for instance fmax equal to one plus the sum of the
m i , j ’s. The algorithm builds a flow f with a value at least
fmax on all edges. Intuitively, the flow f can be seen as an
optimal flow f ∗ solving the M IN F LOW problem, on which
has been added an arbitrary flow f + . In order to compute
f ∗ from f , the algorithm explicitly computes f + , by solving
a M AX F LOW instance on a graph G + . Intuitively, this step
consists in maximizing the flow that can be subtracted from
f ∗ . Finally, the maximum topological cut associated to the
flow f ∗ is actually equal to the minimum st-cut of G +
that can be deduced from the residual network induced
by f + . We recall that the residual network of G + induced
by f + contains the edge (i , j ) such that either (i , j ) ∈ E and
f i+, j < m i+, j or ( j , i ) ∈ E and f j+,i > 0, as defined for instance
in [7].
The complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on two implementations: how we compute the first flow f and how
we solve the M AX F LOW problem. The rest is linear in the
number of edges. Computing the starting flow f can be
done by looping over all edges, finding a simple path from
s to t containing a given edge, and adding a flow going
through that path of value fmax . Note that this method
succeeds because the graph is acyclic, so every edge is part
of a simple path (without cycle) from s to t . This can be
done in O(|V
the
¡ ||E |). Solving
¡
¢¢ M AX F LOW problem can de
done in O |V ||E | log |V |2 /|E | using Goldberg and Tarjan’s
algorithm
¡ [13]. Therefore,
¡
¢¢Algorithm 1 can be executed in
time O |V ||E | log |V |2 /|E | .
Theorem 5. Algorithm 1 solves the M AX T OP C UT problem.
Proof. First, we show that the cut (S, T ) is a topological cut.
We have s ∈ S and t ∈ T by definition. We now show that
no edge exist from T to S in G. By definition of S, no edge
exist from S to T in the residual network, so if there exists
1 This must not be mistaken with the demands of vertices (i.e., the value
of the consumed flow) as in the Minimum Cost Flow problem.

an edge ( j , i ) from T to S in G, it verifies f j+,i = 0. We then
show that every edge of G has a positive flow going through
it in f + , which proves that there is no edge from T to S.
Assume by contradiction that there exists an edge (k, `)
+
such that f k,`
is null. Let S k ⊂ V be the set of ancestors
of k, including k. Then, S k contains s but not t nor ` as
G is acyclic. Denoting Tk = V \ S k , we get that (S k , Tk ) is a
topological cut as no edge goes from Tk to S k by definition.
The weight of the cut (S k , Tk ) is at most the value of the
+
flow f , which is | f |. As f k,`
= 0, the amount of flow f +
that goes through this cut is at most | f | − f k,` ≤ | f | − fmax .
Therefore, the value of f + verifies | f + | ≤ | f | − fmax .
Now, we exhibit a contradiction by computing the
amount of flow f + passing through the cut (S, T ). By
definition of (S, T ), all the edges from S to T are saturated
in the flow f + : for each edge (i , j ) ∈ E with i ∈ S and j ∈ T ,
we have f i+, j = m i+, j = f i , j − m i , j . The value of the flow f +
is equal to the amount of flow going from S to T minus
the amount going from T to S. Let E S,T (resp. E T,S ) be the
set of edges between S and T (resp. T and S). We have the
following (in)equalities:
Ã
!
Ã
!
X
X
+
+
+
|f | =
fi , j −
f j ,i
(i , j )∈E S,T

( j ,i )∈E T,S

Ã
≥

X

¡

f i , j − mi , j

!
¢

Ã
−

(i , j )∈E S,T

f j ,i

( j ,i )∈E T,S

Ã
≥ |f | −

!
X

!
X

mi , j

>

| f | − fmax

(i , j )∈E S,T

Therefore, we have a contradiction on the value of | f + |, so
no edge exists from T to S and (S, T ) is a topological cut.
Now, we define the flow f ∗ on G, defined by f i∗, j =
f i , j − f i+, j ≥ m i , j . We show that f ∗ is an optimal solution
to the M IN F LOW problem on G. It is by definition a valid
solution as f i+, j ≤ m i+, j = f i , j − m i , j so f i∗, j = f i , j − f i+, j ≥
f i , j + m i , j − f i , j = m i , j . Let g ∗ be an optimal solution to
the M IN F LOW problem on G and g + be the flow defined by
g i+, j = f i , j −g i∗, j . By definition, g i∗, j ≥ m i , j so g i+, j ≤ f i , j −m i , j =
m i+, j . Furthermore, we know that g i∗, j ≤ fmax because there
exists a flow, valid solution of the M IN F LOW problem, of
P
value (i , j )∈E m i , j ≤ fmax : simply add for each edge (i , j )
a flow of value m i , j passing through a path from s to t

containing the edge (i , j ). Then, we have g i∗, j ≤ fmax ≤ f i , j so
g i+, j ≥ 0 and g + is therefore a valid solution of the M AX F LOW
problem on G + , but not necessarily optimal.
So the value of g + is not larger than the value of f + by
optimality of f + , and therefore, the value of f ∗ is not larger
than the value of g ∗ . Finally, f ∗ is an optimal solution to
the M IN F LOW problem on G.
Now, we show that (S, T ) is a topological cut of maximum
weight in G. Let (S 0 , T0 ) be any topological cut of G. The
total amount of flow of f ∗ passing through the edges
belonging to (S 0 , T0 ) is equal to the value of f ∗ . As for
all (i , j ) ∈ E we have f i∗, j ≥ m i , j , the weight of the cut
(S 0 , T0 ) is not larger than the value of f ∗ . It remains to
show that this upper bound is reached for the cut (S, T ).
By the definition of (S, T ), we know that for (i , j ) ∈ (S, T ), we
have f i+, j = m i+, j = f i , j − m i , j . Therefore, on all these edges,
we have f i∗, j = f i , j − f i+, j = m i , j , so the value of the flow f ∗
is equal to the weight of (S, T ).
Therefore, (S, T ) is an optimal topological cut.
V. L OWERING THE MAXIMAL PEAK MEMORY OF A GRAPH
In Section IV, we have proposed a method to determine
the maximal topological cut of a DAG, which is equal to
the maximal peak memory of any (sequential or parallel)
traversal. We now move to the problem of scheduling such
a graph within a bounded memory M . If the maximal
topological cut is at most M , then any schedule of the graph
can be executed without exceeding the memory bound.
Otherwise, it is possible that we fail to schedule the graph
within the available memory. One solution would be to
provide a complete schedule of the graph onto a number p
of computing resources, which never exceeds the memory.
However, using a static schedule can lead to very poor performance if the task duration are even slightly inaccurate,
or if communication times are difficult to predict, which
is common on modern computing platforms. Hence, our
objective is to let the runtime system dynamically choose
the allocation and the precise schedule of the tasks, but to
restrict its choices to avoid memory overflow.
In this section, we solve this problem by transforming a
graph so that its maximal peak memory becomes at most
M . Specifically, we aim at adding some new edges to G
to limit the maximal topological cut. Consider for instance
the toy example of Figure 1. Its maximal topological cut has
weight 11 and corresponds to the output data of tasks a and
b being in memory. If the available memory is only M =
10, one may for example add an edge (d , a) of null weight
to the graph, which would result in a maximal topological
cut of weight 9 (output data of a and d ). Note that on
this toy example, adding this edge completely serializes the
graph: the only possible schedule of the modified graph is
sequential. However, this is not the case of realistic, wider
graphs. We formally define the problem as follows.
Definition 4. A partial serialization of a DAG G = (V, E ) for
a memory bound M is a DAG G 0 = (V, E 0 ) containing all the

edges of G (i.e., E ⊂ E 0 ), on which the maximal peak memory
is bounded by M .
In general, there exist many possible partial serializations
to solve the problem. In particular, one might add so
many edges that the resulting graph can only be processed
sequentially. In order to limit the impact on parallel performance of the partial serialization, we use the critical path
length as the metric. The critical path is defined as the
path from the source to the sink of the DAG whose total
processing time is maximum. By minimizing the increase in
critical path when adding edges to the graph, we expect that
we limit the impact on performance, that is, the increase
in makespan when scheduling the modified graph.
We first show that finding a partial serialization of G for
memory M is equivalent to finding a sequential schedule
executing G using a memory of size at most M . On the one
hand, given a partial serialization, any topological order is
a valid schedule using a memory of size at most M . On
the other hand, given such a sequential schedule, we can
build a partial serialization allowing only this schedule (by
adding edge (i , j ) if i is executed before j ). Therefore, as
finding a sequential schedule executing G using a memory
of size at most M is NP-complete by Theorem 4, finding a
partial serialization of G for a memory bound of M is also
NP-complete.
However, in practical cases, we know that the minimum
memory needed to process G is smaller than M . Therefore,
the need to find such a minimum memory traversal adds an
artificial complexity to our problem, as it is usually easy to
compute a sequential schedule not exceeding M on actual
workflows. We thus propose the following definition of the
problem, which includes a valid sequential traversal to the
inputs.
Definition 5. The M IN PARTIAL S ERIALIZATION problem consists, given a DAG G = (V, E ), a memory bound M , and a
sequential schedule σ of G not exceeding the memory bound,
in computing a partial serialization of G for the memory
bound M that has a minimal critical path length.
In order to determine the complexity of the M IN PARproblem, we consider its decision version, which amounts to finding a partial serialization of a
graph G for a memory M with critical path smaller than C P .
We prove in the companion research report [18] that this
problem is NP-complete, via a reduction from 3-PARTITION.
As explained above, this complexity does not come from
the search of a sequential traversal with minimum peak
memory.
TIAL S ERIALIZATION

Theorem 6. The decision version of the M IN PARTIAL S ERIAL IZATION problem is NP-complete, even for independent paths
of length two.
A. Finding an optimal partial serialization through ILP
We present in this section an Integer Linear Program
solving the M IN PARTIAL S ERIALIZATION problem. This for-

mulation combines the linear program determining the
maximum topological cut and the one computing the
critical path of a given graph.
We consider an instance of the M IN PARTIAL S ERIALIZA TION problem, given by a DAG G = (V, E ) with weights on
the edges, and a memory limit M . The sequential schedule
σ respecting the memory limit is not required. First, for any
(i , j ) 6∈ E , we set m i , j = 0. We furthermore assume that there
is a single source vertex s and a single target vertex t , as
explained above.
We first consider the e i , j variables, which are equal to
1 if edge (i , j ) exists in the associated partial serialization,
and to 0 otherwise.
∀(i , j ) ∈ V 2 , e i , j ∈ {0, 1}
∀(i , j ) ∈ E , e i , j = 1

∀i ∈ V, e i ,i = 0

(2)

(3)
(4)

Then, we use the flow variables f i , j , in a way similar
to the formulation of the M IN F LOW problem. If e i , j = 1,
then f i , j ≥ m i , j , and f i , j is null otherwise. Now, the flow
going out of s is equal to the maximal cut of the partial
serialization, see the proof of Theorem 5, so we ensure that
it is not larger than M . Now, note that each f i , j can be
upper bounded by M without changing the solution space.
Therefore, Equation (6) ensures that f i , j is null if e i , j is null,
without adding constraints on the others f i , j . This leads to
the following inequalities:
∀(i , j ) ∈ V 2 ,
∀(i , j ) ∈ V 2 ,
∀ j ∈ V \ {s, t },

f i , j ≥ e i , j mi , j
fi , j ≤ ei , j M
X
X
fi , j −
f j ,k = 0
i ∈V

X

∀i ∈ V, p i ≥ w i

(5)

∀(i , j ) ∈ V , p j ≥ w j + p i − W (1 − e i , j )

Minimize

ps ≥ ws

(11)

B. Heuristic strategies to compute a partial serialization
We now propose several heuristics to solve the M IN PARproblem. These heuristics are based on
the same framework, detailed in Algorithm 2. The idea of
the algorithm, inspired by [21], is to iteratively build a partial serialization G 0 from G. At each iteration, the topological
cut of maximum weight is computed via Algorithm 1. If its
weight is at most M , then the algorithm terminates, as the
obtained partial serialization is valid. Otherwise, another
edge has to be added in order to reduce the maximum peak
memory. We rely on a subroutine in order to choose which
edge to add. In the following, we propose four possible
subroutines. If the subroutine succeeds to find an edge that
does not create a cycle in the graph, we add the chosen
edge to the current graph. Otherwise, the heuristic fails.
Such a failure may happen if the previous choices of edges
have led to a graph which is impossible to schedule without
exceeding the memory.
TIAL S ERIALIZATION

Algorithm 2: Heuristic for M IN PARTIAL S ERIALIZATION

6

Input: DAG G, memory bound M , subroutine A
Output: Partial serialization of G for memory M
while G has a topological cut of weight larger than M
do
Compute a topological cut C = (S, T ) of maximum
weight using Algorithm 1
if the call A (G, M ,C ) returns (u T , u S ) with no path
from node u S to node u T then
Add edge (u T , u S ) of weight 0 to G
else
return Failure

7

return the modified graph G

(7)

1

(8)

2

j ∈V

∀(i , j ) ∈ V 2 , p j ≥ w j + p i e i , j

pt

We prove the correctness of this ILP in the companion
research report [18].

(6)

This set of constraints defines the set of partial serializations of G with a maximal cut at most M . It remains
to compute the length of the critical path of the modified
graph, in order to formalize the objective. We use the p i
to represent the top-level of each task, that is, their earliest
completion time in a parallel schedule with infinitely many
processors. The completion time of task s is w s , and the
completion time of another task is equal to its processing
time plus the maximal completion time of its predecessors:

(10)

If e i , j is null, then Equation (10) is less restrictive than
Equation (9) as p i < W , which is expected as there is no
edge (i , j ) in the graph. Otherwise, we have e i , j = 1 and the
constraints on p j are the same as above.
Finally, we define the objective as minimizing the toplevel of t , which is the critical path of the graph.

k∈V

f s, j ≤ M

(9)

2

(1)

We need to ensure that no cycle has been created by
the addition of edges. For this, we compute the transitive
closure of the graph: we enforce that the graph contains
edge (i , j ) if there is a path from node i to node j . Then,
we know that the graph is acyclic if and only if it does
not contain any self-loop. This corresponds to the following
constraints:
∀(i , j , k) ∈ V 3 , e i ,k ≥ e i , j + e j ,k − 1

The previous equation is not linear, so we transform it by
using W , the sum of the processing times of all the tasks
and the following constraints.

3

4
5

We propose four possibilities for the subroutine
A (G, M ,C ), which selects an edge to be added to G. They
all follow the same structure: two vertices u S and u T are
selected from the maximum cut C = (S, T ), where u S ∈ S

and u T ∈ T and no path exists from u S to u T . The returned
edge is then (u T , u S ). For instance, in the toy example of
Figure 1, only two such edges can be added: (c, b) and (d , a).
Note that adding such an edge prevents C from remaining
a valid topological cut, thus it is likely that the weight of
the new maximum topological cut will be reduced.
We first define some classical attributes of a graph:
• The length of a path is the sum of the work of all the
nodes is the path, including its extremities;
• The bottom level of an edge (i , j ) or a node i is the
length of the longest path from i to t (the sink of the
graph);
• The top level of an edge (i , j ) or a node j is the length
of the longest path from s (the source of the graph)
to j .
We now present the four subroutines. The M IN L EVELS
heuristic, as well as the two following ones, generates the
set P of vertex couples ( j , i ) ∈ T × S such that no path from
i to j exist. Note that P corresponds to the set of candidate
edges that might be added to G. Then, it returns the couple
(u T , u S ) ∈ P that optimizes a given metric. M IN L EVELS tries
to minimize the critical path of the graph obtained when
adding the new edge, by preventing the creation of a long
path from s to t . Thus, it returns the couple ( j , i ) ∈ P that
minimizes top_level( j ) + bottom_level(i ).
The M AX S IZE heuristic aims at minimizing the weight of
the next topological cut. Thus, it selects a couple ( j , i ) such
that outgoing edges of i and incoming edges of j contribute
a lot to the weight of the current cut. Formally, it returns
P
P
the coupe ( j , i ) ∈ P that maximizes k∈T m i ,k + k 0 ∈S m k 0 , j
(considering that m i , j = 0 if there is no edge from i to j ).
The M AX M IN S IZE heuristic is a variant of the previous
heuristic and pursues the same objective. However, it selects
a couple of vertices which both contribute a lot to the
weight of the cut,
the couple
( j , i ) ∈ P that
¡P by returning
¢
P
maximizes min k∈T m i ,k , k 0 ∈S m k 0 , j .
Finally, the last heuristic is the only one that is guaranteed to never fail. To achieve this, it relies on a sequential
schedule σ of the graph that does not exceed the memory
M . Such a sequential schedule needs to be precomputed,
and we propose a possible algorithm below.
Given such a sequential schedule σ, this heuristic, named
R ESPECT O RDER, always adds an edge ( j , i ) which is compatible with σ (i.e., such that σ( j ) ≤ σ(i )), and which is likely
to have the smallest impact on the set of valid schedules for
the new graph, by maximizing the distance σ(i )−σ( j ) from
j to i in σ. Let u T be the node of T which is the first to be
executed in σ, and u S be the node of S which is the last to
be executed in σ. First, note that u S must be executed after
u T in σ, because otherwise, the peak memory of σ will be at
least the weight of C which is a contradiction. The returned
couple is then (u T , u S ). Note that no path from u S to u T can
exist in the graph if all the new edges have been added by
this method. Indeed, all the added edges respect the order
σ by definition. Then, no failure is possible, but the quality
of the solution highly depends on the input schedule σ.

D AGGEN
dense sparse

L IGO

M ONTAGE

G ENOME

Nb. of test cases

572

572

220

220

220

M IN L EVELS
R ESPECT O RDER
M AX M IN S IZE
M AX S IZE
ILP

1
0
2
6
26

12
0
5
12
102

20
0
3
13

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
17

Table I: Number of failures for each dataset

To compute a sequential schedule used as an input for
M IN L EVELS, we first assume that any Depth First Search
schedule (DFS), which completes a parallel branch before
starting another one, never exceeds the memory bound
(in practice we only consider memory bounds that are at
least equal to an arbitrary DFS schedule; DFS schedules are
known to use very little memory). However, using a DFS for
M IN L EVELS is likely to produce a graph with a large critical
path. On the contrary, a Breadth First Search (BFS) schedule
is more appropriate, but is not likely to respect the memory
bound. We thus use a mix between both schedule. For any
α ∈ [0, 1], we define the α-B FS D FS schedule which ranks
the tasks by non-decreasing value of αDFS(i )+(1−α)BFS(i ),
where DFS(i ) (respectively BFS(i )) is the rank of task i in
the DFS (resp. BFS) schedule. It is easy to verify that the
α-B FS D FS schedule respects precedence order, as both DFS
and BFS do. The schedule used as an input for M IN L EVELS
is then computed as follows: we start from the BFS schedule
(α = 0), and we increase α until the resulting schedule does
not exceed M . In the following experiments, we increment
α by step of 0.05 until we find an appropriate schedule.
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
We now compare the performance of the proposed
heuristics through simulations on synthetic DAGs. All
heuristics are implemented in C++ using the igraph library.
We generated the first dataset, named D AGGEN, using the
DAGGEN software [25]. This dataset, described in [18], has
already been used to model workflows in the scheduling
literature [14], [10]. We split it in two parts (sparse and
dense) depending on the density of edges in the graphs, as
this parameter leads to significant differences in the results.
The other datasets represent actual applications and have
been generated with the Pegasus Workflow Generator [9].
We consider three datasets, named L IGO, M ONTAGE, and
G ENOME, each containing 20 graphs of 100 nodes (see [18]
for details on how to adapt these graphs to our model).
The heuristics have been simulated for eleven memory
bounds per DAG, evenly spread between two bounds. The
smallest bound corresponds to the memory required for
a DFS schedule, while the largest bound corresponds to
the maximal peak memory of the DAG. In the results, a
normalized memory of 0 corresponds to the lowest bound,
while 1 corresponds to the largest bound. Note that the
ratio between the largest and the smallest bound ranges
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Figure 4: Critical path length obtained by each method for
the sparse D AGGEN dataset.

from 1.2 to 2.5 for the DAGs generated by DAGGEN, and
from 5 to 21 for the one of Pegasus (see details in [18]).
In order to assess the performance of the heuristics,
we first examine the critical path length of the obtained
partial serialization. We first normalize each critical path
by the critical path of the original graph. Therefore, for the
largest memory bounds, the original graph being itself a
valid partial serialization, all the normalized critical paths
equal 1. When a method fails, we say that the critical path
achieved is infinite. Failure rates are reported in Table I.
We plot the results obtained for the sparse and dense
D AGGEN dataset in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. For each
heuristic and memory bound, we display the 108 results as
a Tukey boxplot. The box presents the median, the first and
third quartiles. The whiskers extend to up to 1.5 times the
box height, and points outside are plotted individually. The
first trend that can be observed, is that, as expected, the
lower the memory bound, the larger the critical path. The
difference between the minimal and the maximal memory

bound is smaller for dense graphs. Therefore, it is logical
that the heuristics lead to a larger increase of the critical
path in sparse graphs. Comparing the heuristics, we can see
that M IN L EVELS clearly outperforms the other ones for any
value of the memory bound. Then, R ESPECT O RDER obtains
better performance than M AX M IN S IZE and M AX S IZE, except
when the memory bound is the lowest, where these three
heuristics are comparable. The results are widely spread as
the graphs differ in several parameters. We remark therefore
that M IN L EVELS is highly robust considering the variety
of the graphs. On this dataset, we have also computed
the optimal solution by using the Integer Linear Program
presented in Section V. We implemented the ILP using
CPLEX with a time limit of one hour of computation on
a standard laptop computer (8 cores Intel i7). When it
exceeded the time limit, we assume a failure. This happens
on sparse graphs, especially for low memory bounds, which
is why it is omitted on Figure 4.
We plot the results obtained for the LIGO dataset on
Figure 6, showing the critical path lengths achieved by each
heuristic for each memory bound. The similar structure of
all graphs in this dataset explains that the results lie in a
smaller interval. The hierarchy of the heuristics is the same
as in the D AGGEN dataset: M IN L EVELS presents the best
performance, R ESPECT O RDER leads to slightly longer critical paths, and M AX S IZE and M AX M IN S IZE achieve similar
results, several times higher than the first two heuristics.
Note that for the lowest memory bound, M IN L EVELS never
succeeds in this dataset (hence, it does not appear in the
plot), M AX S IZE also presents a high failure rate, whereas
R ESPECT O RDER and M AX M IN S IZE have comparable results.
Another criterion we use to compare the heuristics consists in evaluating the makespan achieved by a simple
scheduling heuristic on the partial serialization returned
by each heuristic on a simulated platform. The chosen
scheduling heuristic is the traditional list-scheduling algorithm, in which whenever a task terminates, the avail-
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Figure 5: Critical path length obtained by each method for
the dense D AGGEN dataset.
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Figure 6: Critical Path length obtained by each method for
the LIGO dataset.
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Figure 7: Makespan obtained by each method for the
LIGO dataset.

able task with the highest bottom level is executed. This
corresponds to the well-known HEFT scheduler [26] when
adapted to dynamic schedulers, as for example done in the
dmda scheduler of StarPU [2]. Figure 7 presents the simulation on 5 processors. Except the slightly more scattered
results, the ranking of the heuristics is very similar to the
one obtained with the critical path. Therefore, even if the
final objective is to obtain a graph that we can schedule
within a small makespan, our objective of minimizing the
critical path is completely relevant.
In the companion research report [18], we present the
results for the M ONTAGE and G ENOME datasets, which show
the same trends as the L IGO dataset.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have focused on lowering the memory
footprint of task graphs representing computational workflows. As we recognize the need for dynamic schedules
(such as in runtime systems), we have focused on the
transformation of the graphs prior to the scheduling phase.
Adding fictitious edges that represent “memory dependencies” prevents the scheduler to run out of memory.
After formally modeling the problem, we have shown how
to compute the maximal peak memory of a graph, we
have proven the problem of adding edges to cope with
limited memory while minimizing the critical path to be
NP-complete, and proposed both an ILP formulation of
the problem and several heuristics. Our simulations show
that our best heuristics, R ESPECT O RDER and M IN L EVELS,
either never fail, or are able to limit the memory footprint
with limited impact of the parallel makespan for most
task graphs. Our future work consists in implementing the
proposed heuristics in a runtime system and evaluate them
on actual graphs.
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